
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
ANY golfer serious about improving their game can’t miss 
this opportunity. 
     Renowned American Educational Kinesiology 
consultant and trainer Jerry Teplitz will be in Melbourne to 
conduct seminars in February, 2007 especially for golfers. 
     Teplitz promises Switched-On Golf™ and Par and 
Beyond: Secrets to Better Golf™ - will transform your 
game and golfing experience. 
     His courses are perfect for those who have lost the fun 
and enjoyment of playing golf or those who get angry with 
themselves because they never improve and become 
preoccupied with bad shots. 
      Switched-On Golf is also a PGA continuing Education 
Certified Seminar for golf pros being certified which 
makes it ideal for PGA members looking to further their 
educational skills. 
     Teplitz promises golfers new levels of confidence with 
every swing, a positive attitude – even after a bad shot – 
and ability to refocus before each shot and to eliminate 
frustration and mental blocks. 
     And he’s so sure that participants will improve their 
game that he’s offering a 100 per cent, no questions 
asked, money back guarantee after the course. 
     Teplitz’s seminars are designed to get the body and 
mind aligned to deliver better results. 
     How many times has a next tee shot been affected by 
a poor result on the previous hole? 
   Teplitz believes this is a common mistake that can be 
overcome. 
     “Golf requires you to think clearly and be analytical 
which are functions of your brain’s left hemisphere,” he 
said. 
     “Golf also requires you to be creative and intuitive 
which are functions of your right hemisphere.” 
     “To be a truly successful golfer you need to use both 
sides of your brain at the same time.” 
     “You need an integrated approach.” 
     Teplitz believes his seminars work towards  
getting both sides of the brain working together. 
      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And the endorsements he’s  
had over the years speak  
volumes. 
     “Brain integration is one  
of the components of the  
training program Par and  
Beyond: Secrets to Better  
Golf.” 
     “The training uses the  
concept of “muscle checking.” 
     “As a professional speaker and trainer, I have 
demonstrated this muscle checking concept for over 20 
years.” 
     “Audiences have found it both amazing and exciting.” 
     So why is Jerry Teplitz coming to Australia? 
     He will be in Melbourne for two weeks to teach these 
amazing and powerful tools to business people and 
golfers to help them achieve their ultimate best, be it in 
sales, network marketing, management procedures or on 
the golf course. 
     He will also be offering training for people to teach his 
Switched-On Selling™, Switched-On Network 
Marketing™, and Switched-On Management Seminars™.  
Enquiries welcome. 
     The best part of all these seminars is that the skills are 
portable and can be used again and again. 
     Registration for the one-day golfing seminars is limited 
to 25 people.  One person from each seminar will get the 
chance to score a hole-in-one for $1 million. 
     The seminars will be held at Patterson River Country 
Club and Heidelberg Golf Club. 
     Dates for Patterson River are Wednesday February 14 
and Wednesday February 21. 
     Heidelberg is on Thursday February 15 and Thursday 
March l. 
     Bookings can be made through 
                                  http://www.teplitz.com/golf.htm  . 
     
     Switched-On Golf™ is a trademark of the Educational 
Kinesiology Foundation. 

Play better golf 
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